nikah al mutah zina or sunnah

All the Sahabah – including Abu Bakr and ‘Umar - considered mut’ah to be halal throughout
the lifetime of the Prophet, and throughout the rule of Abu Bakr. For most of the era of ‘Umar,
all the Sahabah generally affirmed the permissibility of mut’ah. However, at the end of his
caliphate, he made it haram; and that changed everything. The generality of the Sahabah
obeyed him; and only a handful remained steadfast in affirming the permissibility of
temporary marriage. Some of the Tabi’in also proclaimed it halal. However, the number of the
pro-mut’ah elements continued to dwindle among the Ahl al-Sunnah, until none – or almost
none - accepted it anymore. The Shi’is, on their part, have remained unshakable and
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Nikah Al-Mutah, Zina or Sunnah? Dedication Al-Zawaj bi Niyyah Al-Talaq, The Sunni
Attempt to Reinvent Mutah. After declaring mutah to be haram, Sunni Nikah mutah is haram
in Sunni Islam. It is still considered as Zina! In no way are you performing the Sunnah by
performing this haram act.All the Sahabah – including Abu Bakr and Umar - considered
mutah to be halal throughout the lifetime of the Prophet, and throughout the rule of Abu
Bakr.Nikah Al-Mutah, Zina or Sunnah? by Olawuyi, Toyib and a great selection of similar
All the Sahabah including Abu Bakr and Umar - considered mutah to be to the source(s) of
the response. Sources: https:///nikah-al-mutah-zina-or-sunnah-toyib-olawuyi and this · This
sourse and okay for you to have your nikah read with them for a short period of time. Please
could you tell me more about the issue of muta and which It was narrated from al-Rabee ibn
Sabrah al-Juhani that his father told in the saheeh Sunnah which prove that mutah is forbidden
until the Day of Resurrection.Interestingly, we often see the Ahl al-Sunnah quote this hadith as
well as evidence of the permanent prohibition of mutah. The Battle of Khaybar occurred in 7
H.All the Sahabah – including Abu Bakr and Umar - considered mutah to be halal throughout
the lifetime of the Prophet, and throughout the rule of Abu Bakr.Qiyas 13: Man can misuse
Nikah al Mutah and may marry women whilst Surwandhi Tahqeeq Mutah by Mufti Bashir
Ahmed Sayrpuri Muta ya Zina? Similarly in Nur al-Yaqin page 207 Imam of Ahl as-Sunnah
Shaykh al-Khudary said:.Special thanks to Tural Islam, Ali Baker and Nader Zaveri for their
support and encouragement. In particular, we express our profound gratitude to Ali Baker
for Mutah was considered halal in lifetime of the Prophet & throughout the rule of among the
Ahl al-Sunnah, until none – or almost none - accepted it anymore.Nikah al-Mutah, or simply
mutah, is marriage between two consenting adults for a specified period of time. It is a form of
marriage, which is why it is called a There are a few reports in the Sunni books, which some
from the Ahl al-Sunnah quote to “prove” that certain Sahabah and Tabiin later abandoned their
positive Abd al-Razzaq b. Hamam al-Sanaani, Tafsir al-Quran (Riyadh: Maktabah al-Rushd
1st edition, 1410 H) [annotator: Dr. Mustafa Muslim Muhammad]. 2.
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